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Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Att Mr Dennis M Crutchfield, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch No 5 
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

DOCKET 50-255 - LICENSE DPR-20·
PALISADES PLANT - RESPONSE TO SEP 
TOPIC VI-4 - CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 
SYSTEM 

NRC letter dated February 11, 1980, SEP Topic VI-4, Containment Isolation 
System, requested additional information about the containment purge and vent
ing system for the Palisades Plant. 

The requested information is provided in Attachment 1. In providing this infor
mation, many drawings have been referenced, Attachment 2. Four sets of these 
drawings have been supplied.to the NRC staff. 

David P Hoffman 
Nuclear Licensing Administrator 

CC JGKeppler, USNRC 
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades 

Attachments - 2 
Drawings - 4 sets 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Item 1 

The overriding of one type of safety ac.tuation signal should not cause the 
blocking of any other type of safety actuation signal to the isolation valves. 

·Describe, including sketches and drawings as needed, how your manual overrides 
affect only one safety actuation signal per override use. 

Response to Item 1 

At Palisades, con~ainment isolation occurs on containment hig~ pressure or 
containment high radiation. Safety injection does not cause containment 
isolation, although the circuitry that actuates containment isolation on high 
pressure also actuates safety injection. · 

Containment isolation occurs as follows: 

On Containment High Pressure 

Pressure switches PS1801, PS1802, PS1803, PSI804 actuate ~t S.00 to S.7S psig 
by opening their normally closed contacts which drop out relays PSX180I, 
PSX1802, PSX1803, PSX1804, respectively, as shown on Drawing E-207, Sheet 1. 

Pressure switches PS1801A, PS1802A, PS1803A, PS1804A also actuate at S.00 to 
S.7S psig by closing their normally open contacts. 

PS1802A and PS1804A act in 2 out of 4 logic with "b" contacts from PSX1801 and 
PSX1803 to energ•ze left ·.~annel pressure isolation relays SP-1, SP-3, SP-S 
and SP-7 as showtl on Drawing E-208, Sheet I (Scheme S03). Contact IO on SP-1 
seals in all four relays. 

PSI801A and PSI803A act in 2 out of 4 logic with "b" contacts·from PSXI802 and 
PSX1804 to energize right channel pressure isolation relays SP-2, SP-4, SP-6 
and SP-8 as shown on Drawing E-208, Sheet I (Scheme S04) from the adapter 
table. Contact 10 on SP-2 seals in all four relays. 

Type "b" contacts from one or more of the SP-I through SP-8 pressure· isolation 
relays exist in series with control power for each of the containment isola
tion valves (de-energize to close) as shown on Drawing E-208, Sheet 2 and 
Drawings E-923S, Sheets I, lA, lB, IC, lD, IE, 2, 3, 3A, 4, 4A, 4B, S and 
E-9221, Sheets 1, 2, 2A. 

Other contacts on the SP relays are used to initiate safety injection, start 
containment sprays and air coolers, isolate the control room and open 
hydrazine injection valves as noted on Drawing E-208, Sheet 2. 

In cases where there are two power actuated isolation valves in series, the 
right channel (SP even) relays operate one valve while the left channel (SP 
odd) actuates the other. In cases where.only one valve is power actuated, 
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contacts from both right and left channels are in series in.the valve circuit. 
In either case, both right and left channels must be reset before an open flow 
path can be made available. 

Reactor trip on containment high pressure also is taken from PS1801 through 
PS1804. Number 2 contacts are fed to bistable trip units in RPS channels A 
through D, respectively, as shown on Drawing E-207, Sheet 2. The set point 
for reactor trip is less than 5 psig, however, and is purposely set below 
safety injection and containment isolation (dual set point instrument). 

On High Radiation 

Radiation instruments RIA180S, RIA1806, RIA1807 and RIA1808 actuate at less 
than or equal to 20 R/hour by opening th.eir normally closed contacts which 
drop out. relays RIAX180S, RIAX1806, RIAX1807 and RIAX1808, respectively, as 
shown on Drawing E-207, Sheet 1. 

Type "b" contacts 1 and S on RIAX1805 through RIAX1808 are wired in 2 out of 4 
logic to energize left channel radiation isolation relays SR-1, SR-3, SR-S and 
SR-7 as shown on Drawing E-208, Sheet 1. Contact 10 on SR-1 seals in all 4 
relays. 

Type "b" contacts 2 and 6 on RIAX1805 through RIAX1808 are wired in 2 out of 4 
logic to energize right channel radiatfon isolation relays SR-2, SR-4, SR-6 
and SR-8 as shown on Drawing E-208, Sheet 1 (Scheme S04) from the adapter 
table. Contact 10 on SR-2 seals ih all four relays. 

Type "b" contacts from one or more of the SR-1 through SR-8 radiation relays 
exist in series with control power and one or more contacts from the pressure 
isolation relays (SP-1 through SP-8) for each of the containment isolation 
valves whi_ch de-energize to close as shown on Drawing E-208, Sheet 2 and 
Drawing E-923S, Sheets 1, lA, lB, lC, lD, lE, 2, 3, 3A, 4, 4A, 4B, 5 and 
E-9221, Sh~ets 1, 2, 2A. . 

The net effect is that each power actuated .isolation valve has at least two 
contacts in series in its actuation circuit. Penetrations with a single power 
actuated valve have four. Any one of these contacts will de-energize the 
circuit causing the valve to close. Manual controls for the isolation valves 

. are in series with the SP and SR contacts s.o that manual. controls. cannot 
override automatic closure. Even if jumpers are used to override radiation or 
pressure isolation, the remaining function is not affected. Jumpering all the 
contacts in a given valve circuit will allow the valve to open; however, a 
separate jumper would be required for each valve opened. 

November 29, 1979 letter to Victor Stello, Jr from Russell B DeWitt, 
Exhibit 1, Table II-.1 contains a convenient list and diagram of all piping 
penetrations. Attached Table I lists all penetrations utilizing remotely 
controlled valves along with the source of their isolation signals. . 
Penetrations not .listed in. Table I are blanked spares, isolated by locked 
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closed manual valves or contain .only check valves. These two tables help in 
interpreting the electrical drawings and address the issue of completeness . 
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. Safety injection cannot be overriden at Palisades. Safety injection on low
pressurizer pressure can be blocked below 1690 psia with a push-button switch 
(PB3-l on left channel, PB3-2 on right channel). This is a routine operation 
during plant cooldown .. If pressure rises above 1690 psia, the.block is 
automatically removed by 3 out of 4 logic. Since block permissive (1690 psia) 
is above SIS set point (i605 psia), an override can be effected by pushing in 
both left and right channel block buttons before the system reaches 1605 psia 
and remains effective only as long as the buttons are held continuously 
depressed. Once SIS has actuated, the block buttons are inef~ective and used 
alone will not override safety injection. Use of the block and reset buttons 
in proper sequence can interrupt and maintain an override of safety injection; 
however, this would require mechanical assistance to hold and operate the 
buttons or planned and carefully phased action by more than one individual. 
Additionally, this action only blocks safety injection on low-pressurizer 
pressure. Actuation on high containment pressure cannot be blocked by any 
means short of local opening of critical breakers or through the use of 
jumpers, pulling fuses or opening links. 

Certain ECCS functions are blocked during safety injection initiation circuit 
testing by Relays 16-1, 16-2, 16-3, 16-4 and Relays V16-l, Vl6-2, Vl6-3 and 
Vl6-4 as shown on Drawing E-210, Sheets 1 and 3. These blocks remain 
functional only as long as the test push button (TS/PB:..L or TS/BB-R) is held 
in. Releasing the button, even in midtest sequence, will reset the circuit 
and allow.the circuits to fully function in their safety mode. Test switches 
for containment high pressure and containment high radiation (used only during 
shutdown) contain no bypass functions and actually cause the valves to 
isolate. The safety injection test switch blocks operation of containment 
isolation valves for component cooling water into and out of containment 
(CV0910, CV0940, CV0911); however, due to their critical function, these 
valves close only on safety injection and not on containment high radiation. 
Consequently, no cross blocking takes place. These valves will automatically 
reopen when safety injection is reset. The component cooling system is not 
open to containment unless a heat exchanger or pipe leak has occurred. It 
serves. critical ftinctions of cooling primary coolant pump seals, control rod 
drive mechanism s.eals, the· biological shield and the letdown h·eat exchanger. 

Item 2 

Sufficient physical features (e.g., key lock switches) should be provided to 
facilitate adequate administrative controls. Describe the physical features 
that facilitate administrative control of your valve logic reset and override 
controls. 

Response to Item 2 

As discussed previously, there are no overrides of containment isolation other 
than use of jumpers. The use of jumpers for this purpose is.controlled by 
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Plant Operating Procedures and/or by Blanket Administrative Procedures for 
jumper, link and bypass control. To reopen containment isolation valves once 
they have closed by automatic trip, the operator must push four reset buttons 
(none of which are keylock). These are CHP-L/Reset, CHP-R/Reset, CHR-L/Reset, 
CHR-R/Reset as shown on Drawing E-208, Sheet 1. The reset, of course, will 
not work if the actuation signal is still present. After CHP and CHR are 
reset, each individual isolation valve maµual control switch (not keylock) 
must be cycled to the close position and then to the open position in order to 
cause the individual valve to open. Operating procedures control the 
operators use of the reset switches.· The individual valve circuits are shown 
on Drawings E-9235 and E-9221. 

Item 3 

Diverse signals should be provided to initiate isolation of the containment 
ventilation system. Specifically'· containment high radiation, safety 
injection actuation, and containment high pressure should automatically 
initiate containment ventilation isolation. 

Response to Item 3 

Containment ventilation is isolated by the same signals that close the rest of 
the containment isolation valves as discussed in answer to Item 1 above. At 
the present time, during power operation (above 210°F), the 48-irich purge 
supply and exhaust lines (Penetrations 1 and 4) are blank flanged. The 
remaining ventilation penetration (68) is the 12-inch air room purge supply 
line. Both isolation valves (CV1813, CV1814) in this line are closed before 
reaching 210°F primary loop temperatura as a condition of establishing 
containment integrity. These v.alves, along with lock closed manual valves 
(lOlVAS, lOOVAS) for Penetration 4A are mairitained closed by administrative 
controls (containment integrity checklist) as a condition of meeting 
containment integrity requirements. Hence, all containment ventilation system 
penetrations at Palisades are normally closed and the question of which 
signals would cause their closure is moot. It is our intention tomaintain 
the ability to use the ventilation .valves when acceptable valves become 
available. 

Item 4 

The instrumentation and control systems provided to initiate Engineered Safety 
Features should be designed and qualified as safety-grade equipment. Discuss 
the qualifications of your actuation signals. 

Response to Item 4 

This equipment is covered by the SEP topic of electrical equipment 
qualification which is ongoing. All actuation logic and controls are. in the 
control room and, therefore, are not subjected to adverse accident 
environment. Some control switches are duplicated on the alternate shutdown 
panel (C33) which under LOCA conditions during long;term cooling could be 
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subjected to a radiation dose of 700 rads. Our present judgement is that the 
switches can be qualified for this dose. 

The sensors (instrliments) are. remotely' located and are subjected to more 
adverse environment. ·containment pressure switches PS1801, PS1802, PS18d3, 
PS1804, PS1801A, PS1802A, PS1803A and PS1804A are mounted on or near the 
containment outside wall. Under LOCA conditions they would see an integrated 
dose of 1 x 10 4 rads. The switches are estimated to be qualifiable to this 
dose. They are us.ed to actuate containment isolation, to initiate safety 
injection and to cause reactor trip. 

Pressurizer pressure transmitters PT0102A, B, C and D provide.safety injection 
trip signals via PIA0102ALL, BLL, CLL and DLL. The transmitters are .located 
inside containment and are subjected to post-LOCA containment environment. 
The instruments are Foxboro Model 611GM which have been modified as described 
on Page 6-12e of the Palisades FSAR. They were type tested (as described on 
Page 6-12e of the FSAR) to a post-LOCA containment pressure arid temperature 
profile. The tested µnits were not preaged or subjected to LOCA radiation 
d6ses prior to this testing. We, therefore, have preformed engineering 
evaluations which indicate the instruments will survive full post-LOCA 
environment for at least 10 minutes which is sufficient time to perform their 
intended function. The transmitters will be submerged later in the event (due 
to ECCS which they actuate); This is judged to be of no consequence since 
they or their backup equipment would necessarily have had to have completed 
their ·design function. The instruments are being r~evaluatedas a result of 
NRC questions on the EEQ topic. 

. . . . 

Radiation Monitors RE180S, RE1806, RE1807 and RE1S08 .are located in 
containment. They provide trip signals to containment ::.solation logic via 
RIA1805, RIA1806, RIA1807 and RIA1808. The instrument is encased in a heavy 
metal chamber which is designed to withstand containment design pressure. It 
is thermally insulated to delay heatup of the monitor.inside. The instrument 
in its chamber was tested in a steam-air mixture corresponding to containment 
design conditions. The monl.tor failed to respond to a check source after 75 
minutes. This is sufficient time to complete its design function. The test 
specimen was not preaged or exposed to a LOCA radiation dose prior to the 
test. Periodic calibration (annual) is sufficient to detect age degradation 
because the heavy case and insulation isolate the monitor from the post-LOCA 
environment for sufficient time to perform its design function. Because the 
instrument has a low trip point (20 R/hour); it is expected to perform its 
design function before it is exposed to a significant integrated radiation 
dose from the LOCA. The monitor was obviously never intended to survive the 
entire containment transient caused by LOCA since it uses thermal delay 
principles. 

Item 5 

The overriding or .resetting of the isolation.actuation sigrial should not cause 
the automatic motion .of any isolation or purge valves. Discuss, including 
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drawings and sketches as needed, the valve action when valve logic is 
overridden.or reset. 

Response to Item 5 
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As discussed in answer to Item 1 above,·containment isolation signal cannot be. 
overridden without the use of jumpers. As a result of NUREG 0578 items, the 
isolation valve control circuits have been modified as shown on Drawings 
E-9235 ~nd E-9221 so that they will ncit reopen when containment. isolation is 
reset. As discussed in answer to I.tern 2 above, the. operator must reset 
containment isolation (four push buttons) and then cycle the manual switch for 
each individual valve to close position an.d then to open position in order to 
actually move the valve open . 

. The valves for penetrations 12 and 13, which are. used for component cooling 
·water into and out of containment, are actuated by safety injection signal 

only and will reopen on safety injection reset. Since this line provides 
cooling for CRDM and primary coolant punip seals, its. unnecessary loss can 
cau.se or aggravate a LOCA. For this reason, we are continuing to evaluat.e the 
necessity of automatically isolating this line and are considering the use of 
manual isola.tion only. 



Penetration 
Number 

2. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7&8 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

22 

23 

TABLE I 
Listi~g of Containmen~ Penetrations With Normally Open Valves 

Use 

Vent Purge Supply 

Main Steam From SG E50A 

Main Steam From SG. E50B 

Vent Purge Exhaust .· 

SG E50A Bottom Blow 

SG E50B Bottom BIOW· 

Feedwater 

Shield Cooling Tank MakeOp 

Service Water In 

Service Water Return 

Component Cool irig In 

Component Cooling Out 

SG E50A Surface Blow 

PS1802, PS1802A, PT18l2 
PS1804, PS1804A, PT1815 

Redundant HPSI 

HPSI Header 

Isolation 
Valve 

CV1808 

CV0510 

CV0501 

CV1805 

CV1803 

CV0771 

CV0770 

Remote ManuaJ 

Check 11223· 

Check 

CV0940 

isolation 
Relay Isolation 

Contacts Valve 

5P7-2 CVl807 
5R7-2 

5P8-1 CV1806 
5R8-1 
5P6-8 
5R6-8 

5P1-5 CV0767 
5Rl.-5 

5Pl'-6 CV0768 
5R1-6 

Backup Valves, Para I le.I 

CV0939 

CV0847 

CV0824 

CV0910 

CV091l 

CV0739 

Isolation 
Relay 

Contacts 

5P8-2 
5R8-2 

5P7-1 
5R7-1 

5P8-1 I 
5R8-11 

5P8-10 
5R8-l0 

611 & 1811 Check 

5P1-7,5P2-7 
5Rl-7,5R2-7 

5P3-1,5P4-1 
5R3-1,5R4-1 

Remarks 

Presently Blank Hanged. 

Closes on SG Low Pressure 

Closes on SG Low Pressure 

Presently Blank Flanged 

Automatic Auxi I ia ry 
Feedwater. 

Manual Only - ECCS -
Water to Coolers 

Manual Only - ECCS -
Water From Coolers 

(Close on SIS Only 
(Reopen on Reset 
(Serves Critical Functions. 

Containment Pressure 
Instrument Taps 

Safety Injection Header 

Safety Injection Header 

... 
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Pene t.ra ti on 
Number 

25. 

26 

28 

30 

31 

32 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

40A 

41 

42 

44 

45 

46 

· Use 

clean Waste Tank Vent 

Nz to Quench Tank 

Containment Air Sa mp I e 

Containment Spray 

Containment Spray. 

LPSI 

·Shutdown Co~I ing 

Let Down Line 

. PCS Dra (n Tank Rec ire 

Heating Steam Return 

HeatinQ Steam Supply 

Pr i ma ry Coo I ant Sa mp I e 

p·zr Dead Weight Tester 

Vacuum Degassifier 

Demin Water to Quench Tank· 

PCP Seal Control Bleed Off 

Ch'a rg i ng Line 

Containment Vent Header 

I so I at ion 
Valve 

CV1064 

Check 

SV2402L 

Check. 

Check 

M03016 

CV2012 
CV2022 

Check 

CV1502 

Check/Blank 

CVl 911 

, CV0121 

Check. 

Check 

Manual Valve 

CV21 ll 

CV1102 

Isolation 
. Re lay 
Contacts 

5Pl-11 
5Rl-1.1 

Manual 
Manual 

5P6-4 
5R6-4 

5P8-9 
5R8-9 

5P4-12 
5R4-12 

5P6-6 
5R6-6 

I so I at ion 
Valve 

CV1065 

CV1358 

SV2402P 
sv21102M 
SV240.2N 

CV3001 

CV3002 

M03015 

CV2009 

CVlOOl 

CV1501 

CV1503 

CV.1910 

CV0120 

CV1004 

CV0155 

CV2083 

Check 

CV1101 

1.solation 
Relay· 

Contacts 

.5P4-11 
5R4-11 

5P5~2, 5P6-2 
5R5-2,5R6-2 

5P7-4 
Opens 

5P8-4 
Opens 

5Pl-3,5P2-3 
5R1-3,5R2-3 

5Pl-8,5P2:..8 
5R1-8,5R2-8 

5P5-3 
5R5-3 

5P5-5,5P6-5 
5R5-5,5R6,.5 

5P5-9 
5.R5-9 

5Pl-12 
5R1-12 

5P3-4, 5P4-4 
5R3-4·, 5R4-4. 

5Pl-1,5P2-1 
5Rl-1,5R2-1 

5Pl-2,5P2-2. 
5Rl-2,5R2-.2 

5P3-10 
5R3-10 

Remarks 

Line Is Presently Capped 

Eccs - Valve Opens 

ECC.S - Va. Ive Opens 

· .ECCS.- Low-Pressure Header 

Loc.ked c·1osed at Power 

Redundant Valves Manual 
Control Only 

Present I~ Blanked at Power 

Presently Capped - No 
Lock In 

Redundant Valve Not 
Remotely Operated 

2 

ECCS ~Manual Isolation Only 
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Pene t rat ion 
Number 

47 

48 

52 

53 

54 

55 

65 

67 

68 

69 

Use 

PCS Drain Tank Drairi 

PS1801, PSl801A, PT1805 
PS1803, f>S1803A, PJ.1814 

Cl~an.Wa~te Tank Recirc 

Containment Sump .Drain 

ECCS Sump R~circ· 

ECCS Sump Recirc 

SG E50B Surface Blow 

l~strument Air In 

Ctean Waste Tank Recirc 

Ai r to ·Ai r Room 

Clean W~st~ Tank DraJn 

Isolation 
Va Ive· 

CV1007 

CV1036 

CV1104 

Check 

Check 

Check 

Check · 

CV1814 

CVl044 

I so I at ion 
Relay 

·Contacts 

5P4-3 
5R4"'3 

5P3-5 
5R3-.5 

5R6-1 
SIS2-l 

5P7-3. 
5R7-3 

5P3-8 
5R3'-8 

I so.I at ion 
Va Ive 

CV1002 

CV1038 

CVl 103 

CV3029 

CV3030 

CV0738 

CV1211 

CV1037 

CVl813 

CV1045 

Isolation 
Relay 

Contacts 

5Pl-9 
5R1-9 

5P4-7 
5R4""7 

5R5-7 
SISl-l 

5Pl-4,5P2-4 
5.R l-4, 5R2-:4 

5'e3-6, 5P4-6 
5~.3t6, 5R4-6 

5P8-3 
5R8-3 

. .5 Pl1-9 
5R4-9 

Remarks 

Containment Pressure 
Instrument Japs 

Isolates on CHP Only 
Via SIS 

Normally Closed - Opens 
on RAS 

Normally Closed - Opens 
on RAS 

Manual Control Only - Air 
for ECCS Controls 

Valves Closed. at Power'· 
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